
Enchanting Taiwan I Island Of Diversity

Discover the diversified island of Taiwan with its modern cities, traditional Chinese temples and the stunning mountain

range. Relax in a natural hot spring and enjoy breathtaking views of the Yushan N.P. A tour through Taipei City and along

the Taiwan Northeast Coast.

Day - 2 Sun Moon Lake

TAIPEI SUN MOON LAKE - NATURAL HOT SPRING (B)

After breakfast picks up from the hotel and drive to the Sun Moon Lake which is located in
the middle of Taiwan and situated 762 meters above sea level in the lofty mountains of
Central Taiwan. Stop at the famous Wenwu Temple, also known as Literature-Warrior
Temple. It is dedicated to Confucius as Master of Pen and to Kuan Ti as Master of Sword.
Also, visit the Holy Monk Shrine and the Ci En Pagoda. After touring around Sun Moon Lake,
check in to the hotel. Enjoy the natural hot spring at the Fleur de Chine Hotel, Sun Moon
Lake. Or take advantage of the walking trails, biking, hiking or boating facilities at the lake.

Overnight: at the Sun Moon Lake. 
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Inclusions

6 nights in your chosen accomodation

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE

- Visit Sun Moon Lake

- Visit the Wenwu Temple

- Enjoy Hot Springs at Fleur de Chine Hotel

- Forest walk  to Sisters Ponds

- Visit National Palace Museum

- Express Train to Hualien

- 40 minutes walking tour to Jiufen village

Tours and excursions in mini buses/buses

or with public transportation according to itinerary

English speaking tour guide

Admission fees according to itinerary

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in the itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in the itinerary

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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